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Bohachevsky, J. J. Devaney, J. F. Hafer, and

PHENOMENA

J. H. Pendergrass

.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

Cavity phenomena in Inertial Confinement fusion (ICF) are created by the

interaction of energy released by the fuel pellet microexplosion #ith the medium

inside the reactor cavity. The ambient state of the medium in ICF reactor cavities

is restricted primarily by its effects on laser beam propagation and on the fuel

pellettrajectory. Therefore, a relatively wide choice of ambient conditions can be

exploited to gain first-wall protection and advantages in energy extraction. Depenri-

ing on the choice of ambient cavity conditions and on fuel pellet design, a variety !

of physical phenomena may develop and dominate the ICF reactor cavity design. Be-
1
1

cause of the cavity phenomena, the forms of energy released by the fuel-pellet micro-

explosion are modified before reaching the first wall, thus giving rise to different

cavity design problems. The types of cavity pfienomena encountered in th. conceptual ,

design of ICF reactors are examined, the approaches available for their modeling and

analysis are discussed, and some results are presented. Most phenomena are suffi-

ciently well understood to permit valid engineering assessments of the proposed ICF - ‘- ‘~

1 reactor concepts.
I
I

INTRODUCTION plosion with the ambient medium in the reactor cav-

In Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) the implo- ity. They modify the energy release forms and thus

sion and burn of a D-T fuel pellet are independent give rise to different cavity first-wall design

. of the initial (ambient) cavity conditions, This problems. Therefore, the cavity phenomena must be

aspect of ICF is different from that of magnetical- identified and analyzed before the first-wall de-

ly confined fusion in which compression, heating,

and ignition of the DT plasma cannnot be separated

from the mbient conditions inside the confinement

vesse 1. Thus the requirement for unobstructed

transmission of the driver-bear nenergy through the

cavity medium to the fuel pel!et is the dominant

constraint on ICF cavity conditions between micro-

sign problems can be specified and solved. Conse-

quently, the objectives of modeling and irivestiga-

ting the cavity phenomena are:

1. Determine transient thermal and mechanical wall

loadings,
.

.
Z. estimate the damage to the cavity first wall

and structure caused by neutrons, x rays, and

explosions, This freedom ir, the selection of ambi- peilet debris; and

ent conditions is exploited to gain first-wall pro- 3. dett=, mine the requirements for restoration of

tectiG\l and advantages in energy extraction (e.g., favorable cavity conflitiort between successive

making ttsc of MliO generators). I fuel-pellet microexplosions for repetiti’?e op-

Cavity phenomena develop from the interaction , erationo

of the energy released by the fuel-pellet microex- ““, For each particular ICF
.

Ievant and dominmt physical
work performed under the auspices of US DOE. ___

reactor design the rel-

phenorncna are deter-

,.., . .. !



mind by the first-wall protection concept and by

the ambient cavity conditions. We will sunsnarlze

and Illustrate the general classes of physical phe-

mnena that require modeling and study in the con-

ceptual ICF reactor design stages and wtline ccr-

rent research at LASL.

ICF REACTOR CAVITY CONCEPTS, AMBIENT CONDITIONS,

ICF reactor cavity concepts, proposed in the

past, may be grouped into two generic classes:

1. Cavities with permanent solid walls; their

lifetimemay be extended by protecting the

walls with sacrificial liners or magnetic

fields; and
.

2.. Cavities with renewable fluid walls exemplified

by the wetted or thick-curtain walls.

The concept in which the cavity is filled with

● protective gas may belong to either class: if the

gas is totally replaced after each microexplosion

then it can be viewed as a renewable wall, however,

If tk gas content is only partially replaced, then

Its pressure and density maybe viewed as ambient

conditions in a cavity with solid walls. This ex-

anple illustrate?, that it is not always possible to

dlfferenciate unambiguously between the cavity phe-

nomwa and the first-wall problems.

be

1.

.

2.

3.

Mlent cavity conditions for ICF reactors may

divided into three broad classes:

Vacuum, i.e., the man free path of a pellet-

debris ion Is longer than or comparable to the

cavity size for both momentum and charge-ex-

change encounters;

Ilackground fluid medium (which maybe partially

Imlzed by the initial burst of radiation from

the pellet), in which debris-ion mean free

paths are short for at least one kind of en-

counter;

Mixture of vapor and liquid phases.

Not all these ambient conditions and first-wall

protection schemes are compatible. A high vacuum

can be maintained only in cavities with solid

walls; therefore, this choice Is availnble only for

cavity concepts employing bare refractory metal

Walls, sacrificial liners, or magnetic-field wall

protection. A protective gas may be introduced

Into the cavity to attenuate thex rays transmitted

-..,
1.

, .

to the walls and to slmdown the fast pellet de-

bris ions. The densityof such a protective atmos-

phere will be limited by its effects om the trajec-

tories of injected fuel pellet and on the transmis-

sion characteristics of the laser beam . The buf-

fergasmay be used with or without magnetic-field

wall protection. Vapor and liquid phases will be

present in the cavity when liquid lithium is used

for wall protection either as an adhering thin film

or as a free-falling thick curtain wall.

Depending on the choice of ambient cavity con-

ditions and fuel-pellet design, the follwing cavi-

ty phenomena may dominate the reactor cavity design:

1.

2.

3.

4.

s.

Unaffected energy transmission (in the formof

neutrons, x rays, and debris ions) from the

exploded pellet to the cavity wall;

Debris ion expansion in the presence of amag-

netic field;

Debris ion expansion through abackgroundmdi-

um, whether in the presence of a magnetic field

o; not, w!th average ion mean free path short

relative to any cavity dimension for at least

one type of encounter;

large-scale (blast or acoustic wave) and small-

scale (turbulence) motions of the buffer gas

with and/or without radiation or magnetic-field

effects;

hydrodynamic wave motion with evaporation &nd

condensation phenomena;

He at LASL recognized early the importance of

reactor cavity phenomena in modeling ICF reactor

concepts, and initiated numerous studies in this

area. Results of these studies are presented be-

low, together with an indication of the ongoing

investigations.

UNAFFECTED FUEL PELLET ENERGY TRANSMISSION.—
The modeling of the free expansion of energy .

forms released by the fuel-pellet microexplosion

(neutrons, x rays, energetic ions) leads to the

analysis of the interaction of each energy form

with the solid or liquid first wall. Neutrons gen-

erated during D-T fusion pass through the inner

cavity wall with negligible energy loss and damage

the material through atomic displacements and re-

lated effects. These effects are not”considered
. . _ —- ——. . . . . .

c1 r]
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cavity phenanena In this PaPer and therefore are

not discussed further. lie will, however, discuss

In saw detail ttw three effects caused at the wall

by both x rays and smergetlc ions: Impulse, surface

temperature fncrease, and cause material loss.

The Inpulse,pr, delivered to the first wall by

theklnetlc energyof
by:(l)

~r fiz,

2fillR

the fast debris Ions Is given

where Y Is th fuel-pellet energy yield, f 1s the

fractla of yield in debris Ions, M is the pellet

mass, and R the cavity radius.

The impulse generated at the surface of the

wall by ablation resulting from x-ray or debris-ion

energy deposition is: (1)

p’m*’
where x is the fraction ofyielci in x rays, H Is

. ths heat of evaporation of the wall material, andl

Is the fraction of the maximum attainable blowoff

vel~ity representing W mean vapor motion.

The second problem Is that of surtace tempera-

ture Increase. Themodcl and the analysis of the

thermal response of the wall to pulsed energy depo-

sltlm have been described previously; (2,3) the

. results, however, are tm extensive to be Included

here.

The third problem is that of wall material loss

through mechanical erosion by ion sputtering and

thermal evaporation from x-ray and ion debris heat-

ing.

The determination of the mchanical sputtering

erosion has been described in detail In two reports
(415) Results, illll!+by Bohachevsky and Hafer.

trat~ in Fig. 1, show the calculated amount of

wall material eroded per gram of pellet materfdl as

a function of debris Ion energy. The loss of mate-

rial due to evaporation fmm first-wall inner sur-

faces Inducml by x-ray and charged-p~rticle energY

depositions has been modeled analytically and nu-

mrfcallyo(5)
— —.
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FIGURE 1 Sputtering erosion of wall ~terfal.——

lhe analytical model is restricted to constant

Ph.ysi$al properties but includes arbitrary surface

energy fluxes cm the Inner and outer surfaces, as

well as thermal radlatfon fluxes at the inner sur-

faces and a constant temperature at the outer sur-

face. It was used primarily to verify the model

calculations.

The numerical model removes the principal re-

striction of the analytical models - constant thcr-

mophysical material properties - and is presently

most heavily utilized. It is one-dimensional, but

Includes an arbitrary nunber of slabs anfl radidting

surfaces. The thermal conductivity and heat capa-

city of the wall material are approximated by poly-

nomial functicns of temperature. The ~nitial and

boundary temperatures and the energy-deposition

profile and history can be prescribed arbitrarily.

The rate of evaporation as a function of sur-

face temperature is computed using the Langmuir

theory, with an arbitrary sticking coefficient, and

vapor pressure represented by the usual Arrhcnius-

type expression. Multicomponent waporation is

determined by wciyhtlng the evagoratlon rates of

Individual specie by their mnle fractions in the

surface layers. Self-shielding of the first wall

by the evaporated material is taken into account by

treating’the evaporated material as an equivalent

thickness of the condensed phase.
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W munt of surface material evaporated fma

the first wall surfate by a pellet microexploslom

&perrds on the integral over the pulse duration of

the vapor pressure of ttwwall material divided by

the square-root of the surface tenQerature; and

beceuse the vapor pressure is proportional to the

inverse exponential function of the instantaneous

value of the surface temperature, the amount of

❑aterial lost by evaporation Is completely deter-

mlmd by the surface-tewerature history. Of

course, this history depends on many parameters

that characterize the pellet enerqy output and wall

❑aterial properties; the details of these dependen-

cies maybe found, for example, inRefs: (2), (3),

and (6).

Studies of first-wall evaporation indicate that

the most Iwortant characteristic, apparently, is

the energy spectrum of the Incident radiation.

Here energetic radiation penetrates deeper and de-

posits Its energy In a larger volume, Inducing a

l-r surface-temperature increase, ‘2) whereas

the opposite is true for less energetic (softer)

spectra. However, for less penetrating radiation,

. a smaller amount of evaporated material is suffi-

cient to prevent further signflcant radlatlon-ener-

gy transport to the solid surface because of the

self-shielding effect. Therefore, It Is difficult

to predict the trend In each particular case with-

OUt detailed calculations. This Is illustrated In

Fig. 2, showing the amount of material evaporated

from an ATJ graphite surface by an x-ray pulse as a

function of photon energy. Men 2 J/cmz are de.

posited In 10-4s, the effect of self-shielding

at low energies (decreasing material loss with de-

creasing energy) Is evident; however, when

4 J/cm2 arn deposited In 10-3 S, the self-

shlelding mechanism ?s not effective. Because pllo.
tonpen~tratlon tncreasr?,s with Increasing ener

and Induces a lower surface-temperature rise, (?J

all curves In Fig. 2 show a dramatic decrease In

evaporation with Increasing energy. lhe steep~ss
of the decrease Is a consequence of the fnverse

exponential dependence of the evaporation rate on

surface temperature.
1

,.
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FIGURE 2 Surface evaporation. &

Pellet Debris Expansion in aMaqnetic Field

The problem of modeling debris Ion expansion in

vacuum with an axial magnetic field arises in the

analysis of the magnetically protected reactor cav.

Ity conrQpt. (7) The nmdeling has been success-

fully accomplished with the computer code LIFE;

deta!l% of the computational method and results

have been presented previously.(a) Here w in-

clude only sample results. The Ion distribution at

different times during expansion, and the nutier

and energy distribution of particles Incident on

the walls of the cavity are illustrated in Figs. 3 -

and 4, respectively.

lhe xrays do not interact with themagnetfc

field, and therefore their effects are determined

as In the previous case. The material loss through

mechanical eroslen occurs only on specially design-

ed Parts of the wall known as energy sinks. They

have been modeled and enal.yzed extensively.
(4)

Pellet Debris Ion Expansion Through a Backqrcund

Gas and Maqnetic Field

A background gas maybe added to the magnetic-

ally protected cavity to shield the cylindrical

walls f~ x-ray heating and thus retard the wall

.,, ...
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FIGuRE 3 Oebris Ion expansion in a cylindrical
SISgtIPtiC field; ti~ in seconds, di~nsions In
cent Imeters.
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FIGURE4 Cumulative energy (E) and ion (N) deposi-
~ the cavity wall.
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evaporation. 7he analysis of such a cavity concept

requires modeling of ion nmtlon In a cylinder fill-

edwltha partially ionized fluid medium and an

l~osed axial magnetic field. Ionlzatlon occurs

primarily as a consequence of the burst of radia-

tion ftwm the explodlng fuel pellet; its letel is

assumed to be high enough to make the plasma a good
.~ I

--

tlon.

conductor. The fuel pellet ions created In the

❑lcroexploslon interact with the background fluid

through the action of the magnetic field and

throu$ charge exchange.

W physical mcdsl therefore nwst include two

cwonents: the background fluid and the debris

ions. The behavior of the background fluid Is de-

scribed by the Lundquist equations supplemented by

an appropriate equation of state and a rate equa-

tion to describe the changes in the degree of loni-

Zatlon. The debris ion nmtion is determined by

statistical modeling (PIC), with rate equations

&scribing the average Ion charge state. Individ-

ual icm trajectories are determined by integrating

the equation of motion for each simulation ion,

with the Lorentz force providing the acceleration.

The background fluid rmtion and the Ion nmtion are

coupled through Maxwell’s equations In which the

displacement current has been neglected. Appropri-

ate ;eaction rates are included to describe the

changes In the average ion charge and in the degree

of ionization of the background medium.

He have formulated the mathematical description

of this model with a method of solution, and are

coding tk program for its calculation. In this

program, the Lundquist equations will be solved

with a first-order finite-difference scheme ex-

pressed in conservation form to facilitate computa-

tion with imbedded MHO shocks. Ion mtion will be

computed, ds In the LIFE code, frmn conservation of

canonical nmmentum and from time integration em-

ploying cell-area weighting. The rode can distin-

guish 50 different ion species. The capacity of

the currently available CRAY-I computer will allow

parametric studies with this model.

Efi”ects of a Protective Buffer Gas— —
Aprotectfve fluid medium may be used in a cav-

ltywith or without amagnetlc field. Without a

magnetic field it will be most effective if the

comb~nation of density and cavity size can s~gnifl-

cantly attenuate low-energy x rays and appreciably

SIW dom the energetic pellet-debris ions, as pro-

posed by Corm and collaborators. ‘3) Somccffects

of the protective atmosphere and restrictions on

its characteristics wI1l be discussed in this scc-

U El i;
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Uhen the density is sufficiently high to absorb
-— —.. —

thex rays and dissipate the debris Ion energy,

then the mean free path is sufficiently short and a

blast wave will develop after the pellet microex-

plosion. However, the difference between the pel-

let and background densities is sufficiently large

as to cast doubt on the validity of similarity-so-

lution representations of the blast wave within the

confines of the reactor cavity. (In obtaining sim-

ilarity solutions of the microexplosion phenomenon

it is assumed that the initial pellet mass is neg-

ligible in comparison to the mass of the fluid

swept by the blast wave; clearly, this assumption

is not valid when the fuel pellet mass is compar-

able to the mass of the fluid contained in the cav-

ity.) To investigate the validity of blast-wave

similarity solutions and to obtain representations

valid for all pellet. masses, Freiwald and Ax-

ford(g) modified the classical Taylor-Sedov simi-

larity solution to account for nonnegligible pellet

mass. The results predicted by their theory are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. As intended, the Freiwald-

Axford sulution removes the singularity of the Tay-

lor-Sedov solution at the origin and, instead, pre-

~ 10° F
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FIGURE 5 Gas exp~nsion velocity predicted by”’” ‘~” FIGURE6 pressure prdict.d byFr(fwald. - ‘- ‘.

~a=-Axford(8) blast wave analysis. , -) blast wave analysis.
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dietsf= small radfi a velocity about equal to the

free expansim velocity; thfs result appears physl -

cally plausible. For large radii (zIOm) and con-

dltias at which the calculations reported In Ref.

(9) u?recarrled out, Freiwald and Axford predict

velocities abou~ half as high as those predicted by

the Taylor+edov solution. and the pressure predic-

tions disagree by an equally large factor. These

differences suggest that simple slmilaritysolu-

tlons cannot always be used to accurately predict

the ckvelopnwsnt of a blast wave in the reactor cav-

ity.

The Fn?iwald-Axford analysis is a significant

Improvement over the Taylor-Sedov similarity solu-

tl~, but, It does not include the effects of radi-

ation; In cases when the buffer gas In the cavity

Is sufficiently opaque to absorb the x rays enritted

drlng pellet microexplosfon, the radiation-ecergy

transport should be included In the determination

of flrcball formation tind blast-wave development.

Although nuch has been acc~lished in this area In

connect~on with the analysts of weapons effects,

adequate modellng of these phennmena for the set of.
conditions anticipated in ICF reactor cavities has

of similar prmblems indicate that danping of such

magnitude will be generally present.

In addition to large-scale wave nmtion, one

encounters small-scale turbulence in tne cavitys

resulting from mnuniform wave reflections induced

by cavity wall openings and protrusions (for, e.g.,

optics, Pellet injection, gas circulation) end by

the purq)lng required to circulate cavity gas. The

effect of medium Inhomogeneltles cm the Injected

pellet tr”ijectory may be estimated by integrating

the fluctuating aerodynamic drag and Pressure for-

ces over the length of the trajectory. The result-

ing expression for the perturbation of the Intended

pellet position, W, is:

where r Is the pellet radius, m the pellet mass,

Co the %ag coefficient, pthe cavity gas densi-

not yet bsen attemted. I ty, P the pressure, v the pellet velocity relative

Following their formation, blast waves In a ~ to the gas, and adenotes the fluctuation of the

spherical cavity will be reflected back and forth quantity following it. This expression is valid In

between the well and the cavity centw. The nutier d regime In which the drag fOrCe is proportional to

of reflections in between successive pellet. micro- th square of the velocity and the pressure fluctu-

. explosions may be estimated crudely by using the ; etiuns occur over a distance approximately equal to

acoustic approximat~on: , rp. Acorrespondlng expression can be easily

, derived for conditions that require other assunp-

Nm~~,
, tlons. The expression for br obtafned above estl-

!
mates the departure from the Intended position

where a Is the sound speed and PPS denotes nutier along the trajectory of the pellet (equivalent to

of pulses per second. At a pressure of 1 torr and the delay 5r/v in Pellet arrival time); a corres-

a density of 3.33x10-7 g/cm3, when the effec- pcmdlng expression for transverse perturbation in-

tlve adiabatic exponent equals 1.4, the sound speed volves pressun nonuniformity only and can be de-

equals 75x103 cm/s; therefore, 15 successive wave rived without difficulty.

reflections will occur in a 5-m radius cavity oper- ‘ If the mcliumfluctuatiom cannot be kept with-

atlng at 10 pps. Thus, attenuation of-7% per in limitations set by the above expression for br

reflecticm may be required to dampen the wave mo- then it will be necessary to track each pellet in

tlon to Inslgnlficant anplitude between successive . flight and aim all laser beams accordingly. This

pellet Injections. Numerical modeling and analysis , procedure, however, will not be effective if fluc-
) ,

L I——.—— i
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- pagat Ion of faused laser beams In large gas-f 11 led

‘ cavltles gives rise to a wltitude of conpeting

processes that affect the delivery of light energy
●

onto the fuel pellet. These processes include:

. - - -- - -- multlphoton, tunnellng. and cascade Ionization;
8 rT’ N absorption; Rayleigh, Erillwin, and Reman scatter-

ing; stimulated Ratnan scattering; refraction; self-

focusing; inverse bremsstrahlung; ion polarization;

ponderomotive force; thermal blooming; inverse

blwming or trapping; and laser-induced detona-

tion. For proposed conrnercial reactor cavity pa-

1 rameters some effects will certainly be negligible;

“however, a cwrehensive analysis that muld iden-

.

!! A,-.. IL- J—---I–—L –.-F—-I- .– –-L ..-& - –..., .

FIGURE 7 Effect of cavity medium inhomogeneity on
~= path.

tuations in the index of refraction caused by den-

sity inhmmogeneities in the riedimn are sufficiently

severe to displace the focal point of the beam ap-

preciably. The lateral displacement of the beam

focus (assuming ideal focusing can be attained;

comnents about this assumption will be made below)

is easily determined by calculating the optical

path length along two rays separated initially by

the beam diameter 2Rb as indicated ~chematically

in Fig, 7. The result for the later~l displacement

of the focus is:

where n is the index of refraction and the integra-

tions are carried out along the two raysO1 and

‘2 ●

The dbOVe relation may express the most re-

strictive condition on the hwgeneityof the cavi-

ty medium; most likely it will have to be verified

experimentally.

In addition to the effects induced by inhomo-

gencities in the cavity buffer gas, the laser beam

will be affected by self-generated processes. The

wi& range of ligh’. intensities encountered in pro---- . --- .. .---- . . . . . . . .

LITy ~ne wportanr eTleczs 1s noc yet avallaole,

~nderson( 10) obtained results which describe

the defocusing of the laser beam due to induced

ionization and consequent reduction of the index of

refraction, and Corm with his collaborators,
(3)

utilizin the model and analysis of Hacker, Cohn,

and Lax, !) 11 concluded that laser-induced break-

down ’~ill not significantly hinder the delivery of

beam energy cmto the fuel pellet. As indicated

previously, the question whether these are the most

important effects, and, if not, what other physical

mechanisms should be considered, has not been an-

swered yet.

Uewish to mention a problem not usually dis- “

cussed in the analyses of gas-filled cavities; the

hett transfer from the buffer gases to fuel p~llets

during their travel to the center of the cavity. A

simple estimate shows that absorption of all the

photon energy emitted during the pellet microexplo-

sion will raise the buffer-gas temperature to seve-

ral electron volts; this is the reason why, in mod-

eling magnetically protected cavities with a back-

ground gas, the degree of ionization must be calcu-

lated. During a conservatively short pellet tran-

sit time of 10-3 s, the high tiient temperature

will penetrate to a significance extent, -3

Xlo -2 cm, into a pellet material with a typical

therms; diffusivityof 0.25 cm2/s. Such depth

may exceed the radii of presently considered fuel

pellets. Therefore, unless the gas is entirely

replaced between successive microexplosions (which

may not he easily ecconplished in cavities with
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radllof several meters operating at tens of pulses

per second), cryogenic pellets will not survtve the

resulting high-temperature cavity environment In

their orlglnal state and wen the Integrltyof

high-pressure metal-clad mlcroballoons maybe sus-

pect.

Cavity Conditions with Phase Transitions— —
TO illustrate the conditions and problems ex-

pected In reactor cavities containing, by design,

mixtures of liquid and vapor phases, we present in

this section results of a numrical computation of

the response of a thick lith:um curtain wall (as

prQposed In the lithium-fall reactor concept] to

neutron-energy deposition following a pellet micro-

explosion. I

The configuratmn analyzed incorporates acyl-

Indrlcal, 5G-cm-thick, curtain of flowing lithium--

occupying the space between radii of 400 and

450cIu, falling in a normal gravity field with ar-

bitrarily prescribed Initial velocity inside acyl-

Indrical cavity6f 500cM radius--and a spherically

s~tric neutron source, as shown in Fig. 8. The
. neutron energy is deposited in the liquid lithium

with an exponentially decreasing intensity (e-fold-

Ing distance, 70 cm) within 10-9 s; the total

deposited energy is 3000 MJ, and the fraction in-

tercepted hy a l-cm-high cylindrical ring is

3.75NJ,

The modeling consisted of determining numeri-

cally the one-dimensional radial motion ir the

equatorial plane through the center of the fuel

pellet and the superposition of this motion on the

uniformly accelerating (under the force of gravity)

axial flw. The initial velocit;~ in the vertical

directl~ was 500cm/s, as indicated in Fig. 8.

Thus. t~ analysis did not include disturbances

propagating UI’I and down the lithium curtain.

T& radial hydrody~amic motion was determined

with t!@ CHART-D code;(12) features of this code

relevant ta the present calculation are:

● Lagrangezn formulation of the hydrodynamic

quatlons of motion with artificial viscosity,

● local thermodynamic equilibrium with radiation

●nergy transport option suppressed,
1-
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o analytic representation of the equation of

state with sufficient parameters to accurately

approximate phase transitions, the melting

curve, and the triple line.

Figures 9 and 10 are a sequence of snapshots

depicting the motion of the liquid curtain after

the neutron-energy deposition: the curtain splits

into two halves and breaks up into spray following

reflections at the cylinder axis and from the cyl-

indt:- wall. The temperature distribution in the

curtain and the heating of the central and outer

lithium vapor regions (initially at 600K and vapor

pressu,%) after compression by the expanding cur-

tain are shown in the lower half of Fig. 10.

The superposition of radial and axial nmtions

Ispresefited In Fig. 11. This figure shows the

trajet.tories of the centers of mass of the two

halves of the curtain (solid lines) and of its

inner edge (dashed line) after injection with ini-

tial downward velocity of 500 cm/s and after neu-

tron-endrgy deposition. Gravitational acceleration

1 I-. was included in this calculation. As can te seen,
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the Ilmium fills the cavity almost completely for

the duration of this calculation, mostly as a mix-

ture of liquid and vapor phases (Indicated by horl-

zoatal dashed llnes) with only a few Isolateti re-

gions of liquid (indicated by solid c~rcles).

Clearly, this spray-llke medium must be removed

from the cavity before the next pellet can be in-

jected and ignited. The amount of vapor generated

wI1l be much larger, and the wtward motion of the

curtain faster, when the effects of x-ray and de-

bris energy deposition are included in the analysis.

CONCLUDING REMPJIKS

Our discussion of cavity phenomena relevant In

the conceptual design of ICF reactor~ does not pre-

tend to present a complete and comprehensive analy-

sis of all tne phenomena of io’=rest. It only

serves as an Illustrative selection of problems

which, in our oplnlon. require resolution before

credtble reactor designs can be proposed. Ol~r

choice of problems and approaches to solutions re-

flect judgments and opinions prevalent in the Sys-

tems and Applications Group of the ‘,*s Alamos Scl-

entiflc Laboratory. We feel we have demonstrated

that tlw! analysis of ICF reactor cavity phenomena

is sufficientl.v ~ll-advdnced to all~ a tWillStlC

,.,,
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

modellng of tF@ reactor systems and a realistic 6.

assessment of the posslblllttes for the soldfon of

tti outstanding problems.
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